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COLORID SOLUTIONS
With over 20 years of experience implementing identification systems for the Government, Higher Education, Healthcare, Ski, Visitor Attractions and Sports industries, ColorID offers a unique cross market vantage point to evaluate our customer’s identification needs.

Each of the markets we serve has specific needs; consequently our Account Managers are defined by markets, not geography. They can also present very different challenges. Our team uses this multi-vertical knowledge to bring together distinctive and effective identification solutions to the sports and entertainment industry.

We can help you take control of your credential printing, migrate to more secure access cards for employees, install the latest in biometrics and much more. We also offer solutions which utilize large scale integration of your operating systems which allow you to predict and prevent possible threats based on analysis of data from multiple security devices and systems with a Physical Access Identity Management solution.
LARGE FORMAT
SOLUTIONS

COLORID UTILIZES BEST IN CLASS HARDWARE FROM MULTIPLE MANUFACTURERS GIVING YOU THE ULTIMATE FLEXIBILITY WHEN BUILDING YOUR CUSTOMIZED LARGE FORMAT SOLUTION.

PRINTERS
Offering best in class direct to card or inkjet based printers to issue large format event badges, press passes, VIP badges or annual passes gives your facility a first class feel and the flexibility to change designs on the fly for added security and deter counterfeiting.

CREDENTIALS
Large format 3.5 in x 5.5 in cards, which can include custom holographic security imaging, metallic anti-counterfeiting foil stamps as well as contactless chip technology (13.56 MHz, high frequency and +800 ultra high frequency).

SOFTWARE
Managing and issuing physical identities is key to any successful event. Leveraging the issuance process allows your organization to issue valid identities just as fast as voiding them. We offer best in class software and solutions for issuing physical or mobile identities.

VISUAL SECURITY ELEMENTS

HOLOGRAPHIC OVERLAY
FOIL CONTAINING REFRACTIVE OPTICAL IMAGERY THAT IS TRANSFERRED USING A HEATED DIE TO STAMP AN OPAQUE OR TRANSLUCENT IMAGE INTO THE CARD’S OVERLAY SURFACE.

GUILLLOCHE PATTERNS
SERIES OF FINELY PRINTED LINES CREATED BY A MATHEMATICAL FORMULA. THE EFFECT, USED EXTENSIVELY IN CURRENCY, FEATURES CURVED INTERWOVEN PATTERNS.

SURFACE HOLOGRAPHIC FOILS
FOIL CONTAINING REFRACTIVE OPTICAL IMAGERY THAT IS TRANSFERRED USING A HEATED DIE TO STAMP AN OPAQUE OR TRANSLUCENT IMAGE ONTO A SURFACE.
The Zebra ZC10L is the only large-format, direct-to-card printer (dye sublimation printing) that can produce full, edge-to-edge color cards in one printing process. Utilizing a single printhead this unit is more similar to most PVC card printers in the industry. The ZC10L printer produces large passes and badges that are approximately 3.5” x 5.5” (88 mm x 140 mm)—making printed content and images easier to see and read. The ZC10L is so flexible that you could make card design changes right up to the time of the event. Include sponsor logos, incorporate advertising, and take guest photos at the point of entry to further personalize cards and create guest mementos.

The SwiftColor SCC-4000D printer features single pass print-head technology and prints in high resolution 1200 dpi. This unit specializes in high speed printing (prints a 3.5” x 5.5” full color card in 2 seconds). The SwiftColor prints via inkjet method and contains four separate printheads, one for each color (CYAN, YELLOW, MAGENTA and BLACK). Utilizing paper or PVC cards, these cards are unique because of a special ink receptive layer. The cards have been tested and pair with single pass printhead technology for a perfect print. If you require additional security features such as UV hot stamps, UHF contactless, holograms, those are available via special order.
CREDENTIAL SOFTWARE WILL ENABLE YOUR ORGANIZATION TO CREATE TEMPLATES AND ADJUST DESIGNS ON THE GO. COLORID HAS A COMPLETE SELECTION OF ID BADGING SOFTWARE FOR YOUR IN-HOUSE CREDENTIAL NEEDS. EACH OF OUR PHOTO ID SOFTWARE OFFERS A DIFFERENT LEVEL OF FEATURES TO ACCOMMODATE SMALL TO LARGE SCALE ID PRINTING.

CardExchange

HAVE A COMPLEX DATABASE, NEED A NETWORKED SYSTEM OR SIMPLY WANT TO PLAN FOR THE FUTURE?

CardExchange comes in multiple versions with varying options and features. It can offer increased functionality and allows access to database server connections, push-and-pull data from database to database as well as including read/write applications for contactless card chips like MIFARE, MIFARE DESFire EV1 and HID cardstock. Also you can use biometric enrollments and integrate with databases.

ID Works

ENTRY LEVEL SOFTWARE FOR USB PRINTER TO WORKSTATION CONNECTIONS.

ID Works software is excellent for card design and database management with non-tech and contactless credentials. Produce high quality cards simply and securely with ID Works identification software. You’ll enjoy the features, functionality and scalability needed to seamlessly create card and report designs, production forms and databases. A flexible software platform comes in four unique editions.
**Biometric Recognition** Devices offer you the ability to apply multiple layers of security throughout your facility. Incorporate them for logical access onto workstations, physical access into secure areas or identify mass populations quickly and efficiently.

---

**IrisID**

ICAM 7000S

**Reliable Iris Recognition Reader Built for Large Databases**

The iCAM 7000S series has a large targeting mirror and Auto-tilt assist allowing touchless operation. Never seen before and unlike other devices, the iCAM 7000S will operate in high brightness areas – up to 17,000 lux. Iris ID’s biometric solutions provide highly accurate, non-contact identification by the iris of the eye from 14 inches away while delivering security, convenience, privacy and productivity to millions of people around the world. The iCAM7000S’s versatility and flexibility allows for easy integration with any Wiegand and IP network based access control, time and attendance, visitor management and point-of-sale applications.

---

**Invixium**

TITAN

**4 Factor Authentication: Facial + Fingerprint + Card + PIN Pad**

TITAN offers ultimate processing power, connectivity, graphics, face detection, reliability and battery efficiency. TITAN incorporates Face recognition and Fingerprint or Finger Vein biometric modalities to be the pinnacle in physical security and user convenience. Included is a 21 megapixel camera for face recognition and video intercom, satisfactory storage of users and transactions, fast authentication speeds and advanced connectivity options like Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and NFC. The 5.0” screen is weather-proof making it ideal for indoor and outdoor applications.
STAFF MEMBERS WHO NEED TO BE UNENCUMBERED BY A LANYARD, REEL OR PULLING YOUR ID BADGE FROM YOUR WALLET/PURSE - COLORID OFFERS A CONVENIENT ALTERNATIVE TO YOUR ID BADGE. TECHNOLOGY WRISTBANDS ARE A UNIQUE ACCESS CONTROL SOLUTION THAT PROVIDES THE APPLICATIONS OF AN ACCESS CARD WITH THE CONVENIENCE OF A WRISTBAND. AVAILABLE IN 125 KHZ PROXIMITY OR 13.56 MHZ MIFARE, THEY CAN REPLACE AN ACCESS CARD IN A SYSTEM THAT DOESN'T REQUIRE VISUAL ID OR COMPLEMENT PHOTO ID’S IN EXISTING ACCESS CONTROL PROGRAMS.

REUSABLE
Utilize the silicone based wristband available in 125 kHz proximity or 13.56 MHz MIFARE for your access credential needs. Available in many size options and customizable with imprinting or debossing.

COLOR OPTIONS
Choose from a large array of color options. Mix and match wristband colors throughout your facility to offer quick visual identification when canvasing your event.

DISPOSABLE
ColorID also offers the ability to supply your organization with disposable, one-time use wristbands. These bands are tamper proof and can be fully customizable as well as offered in multiple access frequencies like 13.56 MHz MIFARE.
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